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Foreword

While the beginning of 2021 was still shrouded in COVID 
mist, with all of us firmly ensconced behind our screens, 
its ending saw a gradual re-opening to the outside world. 
For StAR, that meant being able to plan the very occa-
sional on-site mission and seeing people face-to-face 
again. Without a doubt the highlight in that regard was the 
StAR Day at the Conference of States Parties to the United 
Nations Convention against Corruption in Sharm-El Sheikh 
in December. What a joy to again meet, greet and listen to 
people—live and unmediated. 

Much like the year before, 2021 was a year of virtual 
engagement and honing our IT skills to deliver courses 
and workshops to countries. As more technical assistance 
providers move into the asset recovery field, both from 
public and private sector backgrounds, we are conscious 
of the need to articulate even more clearly what we can do, 
that others cannot. We are, thus, moving towards a model 
where we offer bespoke content on quite specific topics 
(e.g. beneficial ownership, income and asset disclosure, 
certain areas of financial investigations and prosecution) 
but leave the more foundational subject matter to others. 
Also, by leveraging the convening power of StAR’s partner 
institutions, we are able to bring together experts from 
many different backgrounds and countries to provide 
jurisdictional-specific information to countries that are con-
sidering international cooperation. Finally, we have made 
modest progress towards engaging with financial centers, 
which so often function as the destination or transit points 
for stolen assets, but more efforts will need to be made in 
that space in the years ahead.

On the knowledge front, we continue to 
make strides in implementing the rec-
ommendations from the StAR external 
evaluation from 2019 which endorsed 
a recalibration towards more studies, 
handbooks and written work to guide 
practitioners, inform the global debate on asset recovery 
and advocate for change on international standards. In the 
past year, new works were published, new topics broached, 
and we expect this renewed focus on knowledge work to 
bear fruit in the coming year as well. The recent global 
debate on sanctions and their enforcement has brought 
a lot of StAR topics to the forefront and underscored 
the relevance of our work, in essence making clear how 
important it is to have timely access to reliable information 
on who owns and controls what. StAR also played an 
important role in the debate on strengthening the global 
standard on beneficial ownership (adopted in early 2022) 
and aims to continue doing so going forward.

So it is with a sharply focused lens, giving countries 
the specific skills they need, and aiming to (re)establish 
ourselves as the knowledge hub for all asset recovery-re-
lated matters, that we have moved into 2022. We hope you 
will let us know where we can help or need to make our 
voices heard and continue to engage with us to build the 
momentum necessary to return the proceeds of corrup-
tion back to their rightful owners, the citizens of the victim 
jurisdictions. We are counting on your support.

—Emile van der Does de Willebois  
on behalf of the StAR team
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ECUADOR
Over three months, StAR 
delivered multiple trainings 
to practitioners from the 
Attorney General’s Office 
on financial investigations 
and asset recovery

NEW YORK
StAR co-organized and 
participated in three 
side-events to the Special 
Session of the United 
Nations General Assembly 
Against Corruption 
(UNGASS) related to non-
conviction based asset 
forfeiture, responsibilities 
of gatekeepers and 
quantifying damages for 
victims of corruption 

18
countries received 
StAR assistance  
in 2021

9
countries received 
technical assistance 
on legislative reform

4
knowledge products 
published by StAR 

5
countries adopted new 
laws or amendments 
related to asset 
recovery with StAR 
support

3
countries receiving 
StAR assistance 
opened or concluded at 
least one new AR case 
involving proceeds of 
corruption

2
countries received 
StAR support to 
improve domestic 
coordination processes

5
countries received 
StAR support to 
improve international 
coordination processes

1,800+
people trained  
globally by StAR

24
global policy events 
contributed to  
by StAR

The Year in Review

Much like the year before it, 2021 saw the Stolen Asset 
Recovery (StAR) Initiative, along with most of the 
world, restricted from travel and in-person engage-
ment. Despite these barriers, where requested, StAR 
maintained its commitment toward the facilitation of 
asset recovery. The team had a productive year across 
its three workstreams covering country engagement, 
knowledge development and policy work. Due to the 
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, StAR recalibrated its work 
to focus more on knowledge products, online trainings 
and virtual events whilst providing technical assistance 
where possible.
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SWITZERLAND
In collaboration with the 
Swiss Federal Department 
on Foreign Affairs and 
ICAR, StAR co-organized 
and facilitated the XIth 
edition of the Lausanne 
Seminar with a special 
focus on public-private 
collaborations to support 
asset recovery 

UKRAINE
StAR reviewed draft 
legislation on sanctioning 
false statements in asset 
declarations and analyzed 
the draft legislation on 
voluntary tax compliance 

MOLDOVA
StAR provided 
recommendations on 
the asset declaration law 
which was enacted in 
October 

SEYCHELLES
StAR conducted multiple 
workshops on topics 
ranging from international 
standards on beneficial 
ownership to asset 
management and financial 
investigations

ARAB REPUBLIC  
OF EGYPT
StAR organized the StAR 
Day at the 9th Session 
of the Conference of the 
States Parties to the 
UNCAC (CoSP) with panels 
on beneficial ownership 
transparency and various 
other asset recovery 
topics, and the launch 
of the StAR publication 
Orders without Borders: 
Direct Enforcement of 
Foreign Restraint and 
Confiscation Decisions 

MONGOLIA
StAR provided input to the 
final draft of the Mutual 
Legal Assistance Guidance 
document 
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Legislative Assistance

Country Engagements

Leveraging the institutional 
clout and expertise of the 
World Bank and the United 
Nations Office on Drugs 
and Crime (UNODC) has 
always been a hallmark 
of StAR’s work in order to 
provide technical support to 
requesting jurisdictions. Its 
engagement ranges from 
assistance on legislative 
reform and regulatory 
frameworks and capacity 
building, to facilitation with 
case management and inter-
agency cooperation related to 
asset recovery efforts. 

In 2021, we provided technical assistance to 9 countries on proposed 
amendments and draft bills  and 5 countries adopted new 
legislation 

ECUADOR
Supplied advice on non-conviction based asset forfeiture 
legislation adopted in 2021

MONGOLIA
Provided input on the final draft of the Mutual Legal 
Assistance Guidance which assists Mongolian author-
ities in the provision and transmission of mutual legal 
assistance in criminal matters with a focus on the 
recovery of stolen assets

MOLDOVA
Advised the government on strengthening the asset 
declaration law which was enacted in October. Addition-
ally, provided analysis and recommendations on draft 
legislation on the functioning and supervision of the 
judiciary 

SUDAN
Approved a new anti-corruption law on the establishment 
of the Independent Commission to combat corruption 
and recover public funds, for which StAR provided 
comments as part of a legislative review process in 2020
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ETHIOPIA
Advised on the proposed whistleblower 
protection and award legislation designed to 
support the asset recovery effort

PANAMA
Provided support to the authorities on the risk 
assessment of legal entities and beneficial 
ownership-related risks through a newly 
developed World Bank national risk assess-
ment tool

GUINEA
Provided advice on the implementation of the 
asset declaration system adopted with StAR 
support in 2020

UZBEKISTAN
Advised on the drafting of interagency instruc-
tions on financial investigations which were 
adopted in May and provided input on the good 
practices in dealing with obstacles associated 
with bank secrecy in financial investigations 
that was considered in the process of amend-
ing the Bank Secrecy Law

UKRAINE
Reviewed draft legislation on sanctioning 
false statements in asset declarations and 
analyzed the draft legislation on voluntary tax 
compliance with a focus on safeguards for the 
AML/CFT system and anti-corruption regime
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Building National Capacity

ETHIOPIA
Several workshops on topics ranging from 
mutual legal assistance to use of open source 
intelligence in financial investigations for 
officials at the Attorney General’s Office and 
the Directorate of Asset Recovery

ECUADOR
Over the course of three months, StAR 
conducted several webinars with officials 
from the Attorney General’s Office on financial 
investigations and asset recovery notably on 
the development of investigation plans, the 
identification of beneficial owners, the devel-
opment of financial profiles and informal and 
formal international cooperation

MONGOLIA
StAR conducted another year of virtual 
trainings for Mongolian authorities, this time 
focused on the use of civil proceedings for 
asset recovery, introduction to cryptocurrency 
and the dark web, financial investigations and 
prosecutorial strategy courses

PARAGUAY
Multiple capacity building sessions on interna-
tional cooperation and financial investigations 
with contributions by experts from Panama 
and Brazil

ZIMBABWE
StAR delivered trainings on financial investi-
gations and prosecutorial strategies for asset 
recovery

IRAQ
In collaboration with the United Kingdom’s 
Central Authority and the International 
Anti-Corruption Coordination Centre (IACCC), 
StAR organized a workshop on asset recovery 
focused on legal avenues to recover stolen 
assets and international cooperation, specifi-
cally with relation to Iraqi and British systems 
of information sharing

SEYCHELLES
A two-day workshop on beneficial ownership 
transparency with experts from EUROPOL, 
INTERPOL, the Bailiwick of Jersey, Cayman 
Islands and the Slovak Republic to support 
Seychelles authorities in the implementation 
of their new 2020 law on beneficial ownership, 
followed by multiple trainings on asset 
management, prosecutorial strategies and 
financial investigations

StAR continued to use online platforms to enable capacity building courses given the ongoing inability to travel 
due to COVID-19. In 2021, the team successfully conducted 26 trainings; 25 organized and conducted by the 
StAR team and 1 regional training supported by StAR: 
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ROMANIA
A training session for law enforcement 
officials and prosecutors on how to access 
open corporate information from government 
registries and how to determine the ultimate 
beneficial owner of hidden assets

INDIA
A month-long training to the Directorate of 
Enforcement on international investigations 
and cooperation featuring multiple speakers 
from various (financial center) jurisdictions 
who shared insights on how to exchange 
information informally and through mutual 
legal assistance requests

COSTA RICA
StAR organized specialized sessions for 
experts from Colombia, Brazil, Panama, 
Bolivia and Peru to share good practices on 
asset recovery for prosecutors responsible 
for investigating corruption, money laundering 
and organized crime

UKRAINE
A workshop for the National Anti-Corruption 
Agency introducing the concept of crypto-
currency and how to investigate it and trace 
transactions

KAZAKHSTAN
A training session on the fundamentals of 
financial investigations for senior level inves-
tigators and managers of the Anti-Corruption 
Agency

CARIFORUM
Training on the risk assessment of legal 
persons, legal arrangements and beneficial 
ownership-related risks where StAR, as part 
of a larger World Bank team, presented the 
new World Bank national risk assessment 
module, the requirements under the FATF 
recommendations and tools and resources 
to help prepare governments on how to map 
legal persons and arrangements

SOUTH AFRICA
A two-day workshop on strengthening the 
verification of asset declarations with a focus 
on good practices for the use of automated 
risk analysis of asset declarations, with 
practical exercises on designing red-flags for 
triggering verification specific to the South 
African context

COLOMBIA
Two training sessions for officials from the cen-
tral authorities regarding different mechanisms 
for asset recovery in corruption cases and the 
use of civil proceedings to recover stolen assets
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Facilitating Domestic Coordination
Seamless domestic coordination between relevant agencies continues to be a challenge; it tends to take considerable 
time to align different authorities to work together effectively. StAR assists requesting countries to develop a clear, 
well-defined structure to enable domestic coordination, ensuring there is a lead agency, and that all agencies with rele-
vant intelligence or evidence can share such information (under sufficient safeguards). In 2021, StAR provided technical 
support to two countries to improve domestic coordination on asset recovery measures

COLOMBIA
Provided support on the design of an asset recovery strategy which 
includes a robust domestic coordination mechanism

ECUADOR
Facilitated a workshop with the Inter-Institutional Group of Focal points 
for Asset Recovery (GEIRA) to discuss standard operating procedures

Case Support
Knowing how to approach countries when trying to follow a money trail or obtain evidence is far from straightforward.  
With its contacts in financial centers and its reputation as a trusted facilitator, StAR has always been uniquely situated to 
assist countries with international cooperation through establishing direct contact with relevant jurisdictions. Technical 
support in this area can range from informal introductions through bilateral side-meetings at global events such as the 
CoSP, to facilitating channels for formal cooperation. In 2021, StAR supported 5 countries in their efforts to progress 
international cooperation on existing asset recovery cases.

UKRAINE

MONGOLIA

ROMANIA

COSTA RICA

COLOMBIA
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Knowledge & Innovation

In line with recommendations from StAR’s 2019 external 
review, and a shift precipitated by the necessity for remote 
work, StAR spent a significant part of 2021 on the develop-
ment of relevant publications, technical guides and reports 
for asset recovery practitioners. 

In December, the CoSP provided the platform to launch 
some of StAR’s latest publications and reports. During 
the StAR Day, the team formally launched Orders without 
Borders: Direct Enforcement of Foreign Restraint and 
Confiscation Decisions. This book offers an in-depth 
analysis of the concept of the direct enforcement of foreign 
restraint and confiscation orders, a crucial step in the pro-
cess of asset recovery, including existing legal approaches 
and related challenges. The study analyzes 31 jurisdictions 
with different legal systems and offers suggestions on 
a series of practical steps and good practices to either 
introduce direct enforcement mechanism or to improve it, 
in case such a system is already in place. 

9 
 

HHooww  mmaannyy  aanndd  wwhhiicchh  ssttaatteess  aarree  aaccttiivveellyy  iinnvvoollvveedd  iinn  ccrroossss--bboorrddeerr  aasssseett  rreeccoovveerryy  eeffffoorrttss  iinnvvoollvviinngg  
ccoorrrruuppttiioonn  pprroocceeeeddss??  IInn  wwhhiicchh  rroolleess  iinn  tthhee  aasssseett  rreeccoovveerryy  pprroocceessss??      

A summary of responses to the StAR survey 

 
Table 1 - Responses by Income Level 

 No. 
HIGH 36 
UPPER-MIDDLE 24 
LOWER-MIDDLE 16 
LOW 2 
Total 78 

             (World Bank classification) 

      (World Bank classification) 

Table 2 - Responses – Regional breakdown 
 No. 
EAP (East Asia & Pacific) 11 
ECA (Europe & Central Asia) 31 
LAC (Latin America & Caribbean) 11 
MENA (Middle East & North Africa) 12 
NA (North America) 1 
SA (South Asia) 3 
SSA (Sub-Saharan Africa) 9 
Total 78 

 
 

 
 

RED = Responded & reported involvement in at least one 
international AR case since 2010 (freeze/confiscation/return) 
 
BLUE = Responded & did not report involvement in any cases 
 
GREY = No survey response received   

 

 

 

States actively engaged in cross-border asset recovery efforts 
from the StAR Conference Room Paper
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S Orders without Borders

Direct Enforcement of Foreign Restraint 
and Confi scation Decisions

Stefano Betti, Vladimir Kozin, and Jean-Pierre Brun

At the CoSP, the StAR team also presented the findings on 
its data collection study on international asset recovery 
efforts in corruption cases. Based on data collected from 
country authorities on their efforts to freeze, confiscate, 
and return proceeds of corruption, a conference room 
paper titled Mapping international recoveries and 
returns of stolen assets under UNCAC: an insight into 
the practice of cross-border repatriation of proceeds of 
corruption over the past 10 years was prepared by StAR 
and discussed during the conference with participants.
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Automated Risk Analysis 
of Asset and Interest 
Declarations of Public Of�cials 

A Technical Guide 

Dmytro Kotlyar
Laura Pop 

As more countries use electronic systems to collect, ana-
lyze and publish asset declarations, and StAR continues to 
provide technical assistance on the topic, there is a need 
for guidance for practitioners who deal with the establish-
ment and operation of asset declaration systems at the 
national level. In August, StAR published Automated Risk 
Analysis of Asset and Interest Declarations of Public 
Officials, a technical guide that provides advice on how 
to organize the process of automated risk analysis, what 
steps to take to develop the risk analysis framework, and 
addresses issues of integration with external data sources. 

Through 2020 and the first half of 2021, StAR participated 
in the “WEF Gatekeeper Taskforce” that was convened 
by the World Economic Forum’s Partnering Against 
Corruption Initiative (PACI) and the Global Future Council 
on Transparency and Anti-Corruption, along with leaders 
in finance, investment, real estate, corporate law, and 
the art and antiquities markets. The cross-sectoral task 
force of industry leaders met with the aim to develop a 
value-based, self-regulatory framework for gatekeepers to 
adhere to in order to combat illicit financial flows. The Role 
and Responsibilities of Gatekeepers in the Fight against 
Illicit Financial Flows: A Unifying Framework consists of 
five core practices and is intended to realize three funda-
mental principles within and across gatekeeping industries 
worldwide to unite a broad array of similarly situated 
private sector professionals and serve as a mechanism for 
complementing, reinforcing, or enhancing existing regu-
latory measures. The framework was launched at a side 
event to the UNGASS against corruption in June.

The Role and Responsibilities of Gatekeepers in the Fight against Illicit Financial Flows: A Unifying Framework 

1

The Role and Responsibilities 
of Gatekeepers in the Fight 
against Illicit Financial Flows: 
A Unifying Framework

J U N E  2 0 2 1

Uniting gatekeepers against illicit 

financial flows 1

The Unifying Framework is a value‑based self‑regulatory 
framework for private sector intermediaries who are 
strategically positioned to prevent or interrupt illicit financial 
flows – collectively referred to as “gatekeepers”. The 
framework consists of five core practices and is intended 
to realize three fundamental principles within and across 

gatekeeping industries worldwide. The framework was 
designed by gatekeepers for gatekeepers,2 be they 
individuals, entities, or professional associations. It provides 
a mechanism for recognition, ownership, consensus building 
and collaboration within a diverse community of private sector 
professionals, from art advisers to bankers to real estate 
agents, among others. While no replacement for binding 
regulation, value‑centred self‑regulation is essential for the 
realization of true integrity, transparency and accountability – 
above and beyond compliance.  

Part A of this document explains the scope and role of the 
gatekeeping universe, the need for and goals of the Unifying 
Framework, and a brief glimpse of the requisite next steps for 
gatekeepers and regulators alike. Part B outlines the five core 
practices of the Unifying Framework itself.  

This cross‑sectoral, transnational approach to gatekeeper 
self‑regulation presents an exciting opportunity to stunt the flow 
of illicit funds worldwide. To realize this potential, all gatekeepers 
are invited to publicly endorse the Unifying Framework and to 
begin or continue to take concrete steps toward implementation 
of the framework’s five core practices. Professional associations 
are particularly well situated to propel these efforts by setting 
behavioural and ethical norms within their industries and 

by imposing self‑regulatory measures, even in the absence 
of government enforcement. Though the mechanics of 
implementation may differ, commensurate to the scale of each 
entity and the particularities of each industry, the recommended 
practices are broadly applicable.  

We believe that the globalized nature of illicit financial flows 
demands a global response – across industries and borders. We 
hope that the Unifying Framework can spur further recognition 
of gatekeepers’ role in the movement and management of illicit 
funds, the broad scope of the gatekeeping universe, and, most 
importantly, the essentiality of (and the real possibilities for) 
cross‑sectoral, transnational collaboration.

Three principles
1) Integrity    2) Transparency    3) Accountability

Five practices
1. Establish clear, concrete and up-to-date policies 
2. Promote effective due diligence
3. Centre a culture of integrity through training and incentives
4. Foster a “speak-up” culture
5. Collaborate across industries and sectors

All gatekeepers
Accountants • art advisers • bankers • corporate service providers • lawyers • luxury goods dealers • notaries • 
private wealth managers • real estate agents …

StAR Mandate
Corruption is considered one of the main sources of illicit financial flows and 
among the main reasons for why economic or social reform efforts fail, thus 
slowing economic growth and poverty alleviation. Fighting corruption and returning 
stolen assets therefore is not only a matter of justice and accountability, but it is a 
development imperative. 

Established in 2007, the Stolen Asset Recovery (StAR) Initiative is a 
partnership between the World Bank and the United Nations Office on Drugs 
and Crime (UNODC) to support countries in implementing Chapter V of the UN 
Convention against Corruption (UNCAC), which for the first time sets out the 
return of stolen assets as a fundamental principle. The Convention establishes 
various mechanisms and ways in which the cooperation and assistance for 
asset recovery could and should take place and StAR works with developing 
countries as well as financial centers to bolster the recovery of stolen assets 
by improving the legal framework for asset recovery and providing training and 
technical assistance.

StAR at Work
The StAR Initiative’s ultimate objective is to support international efforts to 
deny safe havens for corrupt funds and facilitate more systematic and timely 
return of proceeds of corruption. We aim to achieve this by leveraging the 
international reach, convening power, and operational competence of both partner 
organizations—the World Bank and UNODC. 

StAR realizes its mission directly by building country capacity to go after the 
proceeds of corruption and helping countries forge relationships with financial 
centers to facilitate international cooperation. At a higher level it seeks to influence 
the international agenda on corruption and asset recovery by publishing in depth 
reports on asset recovery related topics and engaging with those setting the 
terms of the global debate.

StAR Highlights
 � Bolstering international cooperation between financial centers and 

requesting jurisdictions to deny safe havens for proceeds of corruption.

 � Building capacity of thousands of asset recovery practitioners in almost 70 
countries in the Middle East, Latin America, Africa, Asia and Europe. 

 � Issuing publications and guides, such as the Asset Recovery Handbook, 
The Puppet Masters and Going for Broke to inform and engage policy 
makers, standard setters, and all public and private sector practitioners 
engaged in asset recovery work.

 � Contributing to policy work to promote global dialogue, develop better 
international standards and increase knowledge on good practices on 
asset recovery. Examples include the organization of the StAR Day at the 
Conference of the States Parties (CoSP) to the UNCAC and panels during 
the biennial International Anti-Corruption Conference.

 � Providing expertise to the increasing number of international bodies and 
organizations that have taken up the asset recovery agenda and set 
standards on issues such as beneficial ownership, including the FATF, G20, 
G7 and others.

Countries with  
StAR engagements  
over the years

StAR builds bridges—we bring together 
governments from financial centers and 
from countries harmed by corruption, 
global institutions and other partners 
to forge a path towards returning stolen 
assets, as envisaged  
in the UN Convention 
 against Corruption.

— Ghada Fathi Waly,  
Executive Director, UNODC

Facilitating 
domestic 

coordination

Legislative 
assistance

Building 
national 
capacity

Case  
support

Country Engagement 
Activities

Knowledge &  
Innovation

Policy &  
Partnerships

Fold Fold
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StAR  is currently working on a number of research and 
knowledge projects including: 

 � The StAR team, together with the International Bar 
Association (IBA), will publish a report on the role and 
standing of corruption victims in proceedings and how 
to determine damages; 

 � Our team is working with the Camden Asset Recovery 
Interagency Network (CARIN) on a guide for investigat-
ing high-value assets;

 � StAR is working on a paper on issues linked to legal 
professional privilege and how it affects investigators’ 
ability to ascertain beneficial ownership and discusses 
measures to prevent the abuse of legal privilege;

 � In collaboration with the Institute of Austrian and Inter-
national Tax Law, StAR will soon publish a report on 
the need to improve inter-agency cooperation between 
law enforcement agencies and tax authorities;

 � StAR will issue a new publication on the use of 
non-conviction based asset forfeiture; 

 � StAR is working on a report on the possible conflicts 
between respect for human rights and asset recovery, 
and how to resolve them; 

 � The conference paper on StAR’s data collection 
exercise developed for the CoSP will be launched as 
a StAR publication on international asset recovery 
efforts in corruption cases. 

Forthcoming Publications

StAR Brochure
The team presented a new StAR 
Brochure at the CoSP and the StAR 
Day, which outlines the Initiative’s 
objectives, approach, and work-
streams in the years to come, and 
highlights key achievements over the 
past 15 years.
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StAR Mandate
Corruption is considered one of the main sources of illicit financial flows and 
among the main reasons for why economic or social reform efforts fail, thus 
slowing economic growth and poverty alleviation. Fighting corruption and returning 
stolen assets therefore is not only a matter of justice and accountability, but it is a 
development imperative. 

Established in 2007, the Stolen Asset Recovery (StAR) Initiative is a 
partnership between the World Bank and the United Nations Office on Drugs 
and Crime (UNODC) to support countries in implementing Chapter V of the UN 
Convention against Corruption (UNCAC), which for the first time sets out the 
return of stolen assets as a fundamental principle. The Convention establishes 
various mechanisms and ways in which the cooperation and assistance for 
asset recovery could and should take place and StAR works with developing 
countries as well as financial centers to bolster the recovery of stolen assets 
by improving the legal framework for asset recovery and providing training and 
technical assistance.

StAR at Work
The StAR Initiative’s ultimate objective is to support international efforts to 
deny safe havens for corrupt funds and facilitate more systematic and timely 
return of proceeds of corruption. We aim to achieve this by leveraging the 
international reach, convening power, and operational competence of both partner 
organizations—the World Bank and UNODC. 

StAR realizes its mission directly by building country capacity to go after the 
proceeds of corruption and helping countries forge relationships with financial 
centers to facilitate international cooperation. At a higher level it seeks to influence 
the international agenda on corruption and asset recovery by publishing in depth 
reports on asset recovery related topics and engaging with those setting the 
terms of the global debate.

StAR Highlights
 � Bolstering international cooperation between financial centers and 

requesting jurisdictions to deny safe havens for proceeds of corruption.

 � Building capacity of thousands of asset recovery practitioners in almost 70 
countries in the Middle East, Latin America, Africa, Asia and Europe. 

 � Issuing publications and guides, such as the Asset Recovery Handbook, 
The Puppet Masters and Going for Broke to inform and engage policy 
makers, standard setters, and all public and private sector practitioners 
engaged in asset recovery work.

 � Contributing to policy work to promote global dialogue, develop better 
international standards and increase knowledge on good practices on 
asset recovery. Examples include the organization of the StAR Day at the 
Conference of the States Parties (CoSP) to the UNCAC and panels during 
the biennial International Anti-Corruption Conference.

 � Providing expertise to the increasing number of international bodies and 
organizations that have taken up the asset recovery agenda and set 
standards on issues such as beneficial ownership, including the FATF, G20, 
G7 and others.

Countries with  
StAR engagements  
over the years

StAR builds bridges—we bring together 
governments from financial centers and 
from countries harmed by corruption, 
global institutions and other partners 
to forge a path towards returning stolen 
assets, as envisaged  
in the UN Convention 
 against Corruption.

— Ghada Fathi Waly,  
Executive Director, UNODC
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Policy & Partnerships

Asset recovery continues to be high on the international agenda. Increased attention is being paid to specific issues such 
as beneficial ownership transparency and asset declaration mechanisms. StAR has always aimed to influence the policy 
debate by providing quantifiable facts on actual progress and challenges, assisting with and monitoring the development 
of relevant international standards and ensuring that asset recovery and anti-corruption remain a priority at relevant 
international settings. 

UNCAC and UN-Related
At the 2nd UNODC-Ibero-American Association of 
Public Ministries (AIAMP) Virtual Dialogue on the illicit 
financial flows behind corruption, StAR presented on the 
UN Convention against Corruption and measures that can 
be adopted by States parties to address bribery in procure-
ment, including through the use of new technologies. 

Following the decision during the 2020 G20 Summit for 
the establishment of the Global Operational Network of 
Anti-Corruption Law Enforcement Authorities (GlobE), StAR 
participated in the First Expert Group Meeting (EGM) in 
March. The GlobE Network was launched in June during the 
UNGASS against corruption. Side events focusing on the 
challenges and measures to prevent and combat corruption 
ran in parallel to the three-day main event. During the three 
day event, StAR co-organized three side events: 

 � In collaboration with the International Center for Asset 
Recovery (ICAR), an analysis of the use of non-convic-
tion based asset forfeiture, including presentation of 
case studies, challenges and good practices;

 � Co-organized with the Civil Society Legislative Advocacy 
Centre (CISLAC), Transparency International (TI) and the 
Asset Recovery Subcommittee of the International Bar 
Association, StAR contributed to the ongoing debate on 
the compensation of victims of corruption, by address-
ing the types of damages resulting from corruption, the 
quantification of such damages; the identification of 
the victims of corruption; and which parties have legal 
standing before the courts in different legal systems;

 � In partnership with the government of the Slovak 
Republic, the Italian G20 Presidency, the WEF PACI and 

Global Future Council on Transparency and Anti-Cor-
ruption, StAR promoted an innovative approach to 
enlisting ‘gatekeepers’ from highly regulated to nearly 
unregulated sectors to abide by the same core set of 
value-based practices in order to fight corruption.

Virtual dialogue on illicit financial flows in Chile, 
September 2021

Discussing compensation for victims of corruption at UNGASS, 
June 2021
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work on asset recovery was welcomed and recognized in 
multiple resolutions in particular in the areas of beneficial 
ownership transparency and data collection on asset 
recovery and returns. The main resolution to address asset 
recovery was on “Enhancing the use of beneficial owner-
ship information to facilitate the identification, recovery and 
return of proceeds of crime.” Among other measures, the 
resolution asked UNODC and the StAR Initiative to make 
available online information on States parties that maintain 
a registry or alternate mechanism on beneficial ownership 
information, together with details on how to make requests 
for such information. This new mandate reinforces the 
importance of the work that the StAR Initiative has been 
doing to support countries in enhancing beneficial own-
ership transparency and raising awareness of beneficial 
ownership risks to combat money laundering.

UNODC Executive Director, Ghada Waly at the the CoSP9, December 2021

At the 15th Session of the UNCAC Working Group on 
Asset Recovery (ARWG), StAR presented an overview 
of the Initiative’s workstreams and achievements over 
the prior year. The biennial CoSP is one of the largest 
intergovernmental practitioner events on anti-corruption. 
The 9th CoSP was held in Egypt in December and as 
before, featured a full StAR Day with panels dedicated 
to understanding and addressing the asset recovery 
process. The Conference garnered over 2,100 in-person 
and virtual participants from governments, regional and 
inter-governmental organizations, civil society, academia, 
and the private sector. The StAR team attended an event 
in-person for the first time since the pandemic began and 
the experience provided an important reminder of the need 
for personal interaction and engagement. During the five-
day conference eight resolutions were adopted, and StAR’s U
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StAR Day
In recent years, the StAR Day has become an established 
part of the CoSP, with our team and partners coordinating 
a full day of sessions and dialogue on asset recovery 
challenges, good practices and innovation, and new tools 
and knowledge products. The hybrid format of this StAR 
day allowed for dozens of in-person participants and 
over 300 online participants to join the sessions. The day 
started with a High-Level Session on the State of Play for 
Asset Recovery, in which officials from various countries 
reflected on the importance of international cooperation, 
the challenges of bridging the gap between commitments 
and concrete actions and the importance of transpar-
ency, including beneficial ownership, as a measure of 
accountability and tool against corruption. 

This was followed by a panel on Orders without 
Borders: The Direct Enforcement of Foreign Restraint 
and Confiscation Decisions in which speakers provided 
an overview of an eponymous StAR publication and 
of current approaches used by different jurisdictions. 
It also analyzed issues related to confiscation orders 
derived from non-conviction based forfeiture mecha-
nisms with a focus on Latin America.

The third session, Data and Transparency in Asset 
Recovery and Returns, provided participants with an 
update on StAR’s data collection study on international 
asset recovery efforts in corruption and presented initial 
findings published in a conference paper for the event. 
This discussion also highlighted Nigeria’s experience in 
collecting data on asset recovery and returns and the 
new initiatives launched by the United Kingdom to release 
official statistical information on assets restrained, 
recovered and returned under the UNCAC. 

Kicking off the afternoon sessions, in Ending the Shell 

Game—Why Fighting Corruption and Going After Dirty 
Money Relies on Global Beneficial Ownership Transpar-
ency, we addressed several issues related to beneficial 
ownership in the context of cross-border corruption 
investigations and asset recovery and aimed to de-mys-
tify elements of the CoSP resolution on “enhancing the 
use of beneficial ownership information to facilitate the 
identification, recovery and return of stolen assets”. 

The StAR team also presented a new publication 
under development during the session on Standing as 
Victim of Corruption and Damages detailing the avenues 
available to victims to obtain compensation for damages 
from corruption and who has standing to demand such 
damages in different legal systems. The session featured 
experts from Costa Rica, the International Bar Associa-
tion Anti-Corruption Asset Recovery Subcommittee and 
civil society represented by the UNCAC Coalition. 

The last session, Taxing Corruption: How Can Anti- 
Corruption and Tax Authorities Work Together? high-
lighted experiences from France and Uganda on how 
cooperation between tax and law enforcement authori-
ties can mutually support each other’s work to strength-
en tax collection and the recovery of the proceeds of 
corruption, and the team presented a study currently 
under development on this topic.  

On the margins of the CoSP the StAR team, in coor-
dination with authorities from various client countries, 
assisted in the organization of bilateral meetings to 
discuss specific requests for cooperation. The goal 
was to establish contacts between authorities from 
“requesting” and “requested” countries, to help them 
better understand the requirements for assistance, and 
to overcome barriers in asset recovery in specific cases. 
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In addition to StAR’s role at UN and UNCAC-related events 
which inform international standards for anti-corruption 
and asset recovery, and its engagement with inter-agency 
networks which seek to enhance coordination and imple-
mentation of good practices at a regional level, StAR team 
members are frequently invited to global events hosted by 
multilateral and civil society organizations to provide their 
technical expertise on matters related to asset recovery. 
Last year, StAR was involved in many high-level events and 
sought to underscore, among other topics, the importance 
of action on beneficial ownership transparency, curbing 
illicit financial flows, global trends in cryptocurrency and 
dark web investigations, and the importance of asset 
declaration systems and how to implement them, at the 
following events: 

 � G20 Anti-Corruption Working Group on the importance 
of mutual legal assistance and strengthening cooper-
ation in asset recovery and providing feedback to the 
European Union on a new proposed Asset Recovery 
Directive;

 � Presented on organized crime and asset recovery at the 
event to commemorate the 40th Anniversary of the 
Criminal Appeal Chamber of the Costa Rican Supreme 
Court of Justice;

 � International Conference on Asset Recovery organized 
by the Arab Center for Legal and Judicial Research, 
the Council of Arab Justice Ministers, the Iraqi Min-
istry of Justice and the Iraqi Integrity Commission, 
attended by the Iraqi Prime Minister;

 � G7 Expert Group Workshops on International Cooper-
ation and Transparency in Asset Recovery highlighting 
StAR’s work on both topics and the benefits of better 
cooperation and transparency on asset returns;

 � 4th Meeting of the Punta del Este Declaration (OECD 
Global Forum) on the topic of effectively mobilizing 
resources from automatic exchanges of information;

 � Panelists for topics ranging from inter-agency cooper-
ation, unexplained wealth orders and beneficial owner-
ship at the Inter-Agency Cooperation Meeting hosted by 
the Institute of Austrian and International Tax Law;

 � Workshop on Parallel Financial Investigations arranged 
by the Organizations of American States (OAS);

 � Webinar on investigation and prosecution in money 
laundering cases related to predicate crimes or illicit 
financial flows organized by the UAE Judicial Training 
Institute of the Ministry of Justice;

 � Panelist at the World Wildlife Fund, Targeting Natural 
Resource Corruption (TNRC) event on the potential of 
beneficial ownership transparency and its implications 
for natural resources;

 � At the International Forum on Kleptocracy and Illicit 
Financial Flows hosted by the National Anti-Corrup-
tion Bureau of Ukraine (NABU), StAR discussed the 
increase in use of cryptocurrency for corruption and the 
challenges and opportunities in Ukraine’s experience 
with asset tracing, freezing, recovery and management;

Global and Regional Multilateral Organizations

International Conference on Asset Recovery in Iraq, September 2021
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 � A hybrid forum organized by the Kuwait Anti-Corruption 
Authority on the International Anti-Corruption Day 
where StAR discussed the use of financial disclosure to 
curb corruption;

 � A meeting convened by the Australian Commission 
for Law Enforcement Integrity (ACLEI) Corruption 
Prevention Community of Practice to discuss StAR’s 
new publication on automated risk analysis of asset 
declarations;

 � Throughout 2021, StAR continued to be heavily involved 
in the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) Policy 
Development Group Intersessional Meetings and the 
FATF Project Group Meetings as part of the review 
of FATF’s global standard on beneficial ownership, 
Recommendation 24, which was adopted by the FATF 
plenary in March 2022. 

Lausanne Seminar XI
Since 2001, the Lausanne Process has consisted of 
seminars organized by Switzerland and partner organi-
zations to bring together practitioners from around the 
world to discuss asset recovery challenges and ways 
to overcome them. The Lausanne Seminars provide the 
opportunity for knowledge sharing and network building 
between requesting and requested jurisdictions. In 
2014, StAR, the ICAR and Switzerland worked together 
to produce a set of international good practices on the 
topic of asset recovery titled Guidelines for the Efficient 
Recovery of Stolen Assets.  

In 2021, the Swiss Federal Department of Foreign 
Affairs; Directorate of International Law, ICAR and 
StAR co-organized the 11th Lausanne Seminar which 
focused on the need for cooperation between public 

authorities and private financial institutions to aid 
asset recovery. The sessions highlighted where such 
cooperation already exists and the benefits associated 
with such mechanisms, and remaining challenges that 
need to be addressed. The StAR team was involved  
in the role of speakers and rapporteurs to multiple 
plenary and breakout panels which covered topics 
ranging from innovations in cross-border information 
sharing and public-private partnerships to achieve 
asset recovery to the benefits of inter-agency cooper-
ation between financial intelligence and asset recovery 
practitioners. 

The Lausanne Seminar was followed by the publica-
tion of a summary report titled Boosting Co-operation in 
Asset Recovery by the three co-organizers. 
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Management, Staffing & Funding

The StAR program relies on the expertise of an international team of professional and support staff based in its Secre-
tariat in Washington DC, at UNODC’s Corruption and Economic Crime Branch in Vienna, and the UNODC field office in 
Bogota, as well as expert consultants worldwide. StAR team members work on a full or part time basis on StAR activities, 
as well as on the World Bank’s AML/CFT activities, on illicit financial flows, and on UNODC’s work in the UNCAC Imple-
mentation Review Mechanism and technical assistance activities. 

The StAR Secretariat is based in the Financial Stability and Integrity Global Practice of the World Bank and comprises 
World Bank and UNODC staff and consultants. The core team handles the Initiative’s workplans and management of the 
StAR workplan and strategy related to the Initiative, with the World Bank team members also overseeing management of 
the Multi-Donor Trust Fund. 

Website
July–Dec 2021*

Twitter
2021 statistics

15,964
unique visitors

43,464
page views

8,192
file downloads

Top 5 countries
 � United States
 � United Kingdom
 � India
 � Canada
 � Philippines

Top 3 downloads
600+
new followers

100,000+
impressions

StAR Asset 
Recovery Watch 
Database file

22,900+
visitors

Case ID Case Title (Name of Public Official or Entity Allegedly Involved)Jurisdiction of Origin of Public Official or Entity Allegedly InvolvedPosition of Public Official(s) (yrs in office)Jurisdiction of Asset RecoveryJurisdiction of Asset DescriptionAsset Recovery Start
ARW-259 Maxim Bakiyev (United States)Kyrgyzstan Maxim Bakiyev: Son of former President of the Kyrgyz Republic (Kurmanbek Bakiyev, 2005-2010) and former head of the Central Agency for Development, Innovations and Investments (2009-2010)United States(1) Jurisdiction initiated legal action to recover assets2014
ARW-255 Diezani Alison-MaduekeNigeria Minister of Petroleum (2010-2015)United States(1) Jurisdiction initiated legal action to recover assets (2) Jurisdiction of Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2017
ARW-254 1MDB 1 Malaysia Development Berhad (United States)Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, United Arab EmiratesUnited States(1) Jurisdiction that initiated legal action to recover assets; (2) Jurisdiction of asset location2016
ARW-253 Teodoro Nguema Obiang Mangue (11 luxury cars seized in Geneva)Equatorial GuineaVice President of Equatorial Guinea (2012-2018) and son of President Teodoro Obiang Nguema Mbasogo (1979 - current)Switzerland (1) Jurisdiction initiated legal action to recover assets (2) Jurisdiction of Asset Location2016
ARW-252 Teodoro Nguema Obiang Mangue ("Ebony Shine" yacht)Equatorial GuineaVice President of Equatorial Guinea (2012-2018) and son of President Teodoro Obiang Nguema Mbasogo (1979 - current)Netherlands, Switzerland(1) Jurisdiction initiated legal action to recover assets (Switzerland)(2) Jurisdiction of Asset Location/Alleged Asset Location (Netherlands)2016
ARW-250 Family of former President Sani AbachaNigeria Sani Abacha: President (1993-1998)Switzerland (1) Jurisdiction that initiated legal action to recover assets; (2) Jurisdiction of asset location2014
ARW-238 Unnamed Uzbek "Government Official A"/ Mobile Telesystems and Vimpelcom Telecom Case (Luxembourg)Uzbekistan "Several Positions" in Uzbek Government, including during 2005-2011; a "relative of the President of Uzbekistan"Luxembourg 2015
ARW-237 Unnamed Uzbek "Government Official A"/ Mobile Telesystems and Vimpelcom Telecom Case (Ireland)Uzbekistan "Several Positions" in Uzbek Government, including during 2005-2011; a "relative of the President of Uzbekistan"Ireland Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2015
ARW-235 Unnamed Uzbek "Government Official A"/ Mobile Telesystems and Vimpelcom Telecom Case (Belgium)Uzbekistan "Several Positions" in Uzbek Government, including during 2005-2011; a "relative of the President of Uzbekistan"Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2015
ARW-247 Jose Luis Ramos Castillo / Petroleos de Venezuela S.A. (PDVSA)Venezuela Superintendent of Purchasing and other purchasing related positions (Ramos, about 2002-Sept 2013)Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2015
ARW-246 Janet Lim Napoles / Arthur Pingoy, and many others / Philippines Development Assistance Fund (PDAF) CasePhilippines Napoles (Businesswoman); Congressman (Pingoy)United StatesUndertaking Recovery Effort, Location of Recovery Effort, Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2015
ARW-245 Pavel Lazarenko (United States Civil Asset Forfeiture Case) / LithuaniaUkraine Member of Parliament (1998); Prime Minister (1996-1997); First Vice Prime Minister (1995-1996); various government and political positions, Dnepropetrovsk region (1992-1995)Lithuania Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2004
ARW-242 Pavel Lazarenko (United States Civil Asset Forfeiture Case) / LiechtensteinUkraine Member of Parliament (1998); Prime Minister (1996-1997); First Vice Prime Minister (1995-1996); various government and political positions, Dnepropetrovsk region (1992-1995)LiechtensteinAsset Location / Alleged Asset Location2004
ARW-244 Standard Bank/ Enterprise Growth Market Advisors / Tanzania Sovereign Note Private PlacementTanzania Harry Kitilya, Commissioner of the Tanzanian Revenue Authority (resigned December 2013); Fratern Mboya, CEO of Tanzania Capital Markets and Securities Authority (1995-2011)United KingdomUndertaking Recovery Effort; Location of Recovery Effort2013
ARW-241 Pavel Lazarenko (United States Civil Asset Forfeiture Case) / GuernseyUkraine Member of Parliament (1998); Prime Minister (1996-1997); First Vice Prime Minister (1995-1996); various government and political positions, Dnepropetrovsk region (1992-1995)Guernsey Location of Assets / Alleged Assets2004
ARW-243 Mahamoud Adam Bechir and Nouracham Niam; Ikram Mahamt Saleh / United Kingdom (Caracal Energy [formerly Griffiths Energy] shares case)Chad Ambassador to South Africa (current); former Ambassador to Canada and the United States (Bechir); Wife of Ambassador (Niam); Wife of Chad's Deputy Chief of Mission Youssouf Hamid Takane. 2007-2015 (Saleh)United KingdomUndertaking Recovery Effort; Location of Recovery Effort; Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2014
ARW-240 Mahamoud Adam Bechir and Nouracham Niam; Ikram Mahamat Saleh / United States (Caracal Energy [formerly Griffths Energy] shares case)Chad Ambassador to South Africa (current); former Ambassador to Canada and the United States (Bechir); Wife of Ambassador (Niam); Wife of Chad's Deputy Chief of Mission Youssouf Hamid Takane. 2007-2015 (Saleh)United StatesUndertaking Recovery Effort; Location of Recovery Effort2014
ARW-30 Carlos F. Garcia / Ian Carl and Juan Paulo Depakakibo Garcia (Northern California Case)Philippines Former Comptroller of the Philippine Armed Forces (Carlos Garcia, 1990-2004), Sons (Ian Carl and Juan Paulo Depakakibo)United StatesUndertaking Recovery Effort, Location of Recovery Effort, Asset Location/ Alleged Asset Location2003
ARW-239 Gulnara Karimova / Swiss asset recovery caseUzbekistan Permanent Representative of Uzbekistan to UN Mission in Geneva; daughter of President of UzbekistanSwitzerland Undertaking Recovery Effort; Location of Recovery Effort; Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2012
ARW-234 Petrobras / Swiss asset returnBrazil Unnamed senior executives of PetrobrasSwitzerland Undertaking Recovery Effort; Location of Recovery Effort; Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2014
ARW-232 Unnamed Uzbek "Government Official A"/ Mobile Telesystems and Vimpelcom Telecom Case (US)Uzbekistan "Several Positions" in Uzbek Government, including during 2005-2011; a "relative of the President of Uzbekistan"United StatesUndertaking Recovery Effort, Location of Recovery Effort, Asset Location2015
ARW-231 Lansana Conte / Mamadie TourePresident (Conte: 1984-2008, deceased), First Lady (Toure: 2000-2008)United StatesUndertaking Recovery Effort, Location of Recovery Effort, Asset Location/Alleged Asset Location2014
ARW-233 Tomas Yarrington / Pablo Zarate JuarezMexico Yarrington: Former Mayor of Matamoros, Mexico (1992- 1995); Governor of Tamaulipas state (1999-2004); Presidential candidate (2005); Zarate: former political appointee Director of Instituto Tamaulipeco De Vivienda Y Urbanismo (ITAVU)United StatesUndertaking Recovery Effort; Location of Recovery Effort; Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2014
ARW-236 Qiao Jian Jun / Zhao ShilanChina Qiao: Director of government grain storage facility in Central China; Zhao: Ex-wife of QiaoUnited StatesUndertaking Recovery Effort; Location of Recovery Effort; Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2015
ARW-229 Viktor Yanukovych / AustriaUkraine President (2010-2014)Austria Location of Recovery Effort2014
ARW-230 Viktor Yanukovych / European UnionUkraine President (2010-2014)European UnionLocation of Recovery Effort2014
ARW-225 Carlos FragosoMozambiqueNational Director, National Directorate of Roads and Bridges (1997-1999); President of the Board of Directors, National Roads Administration (1999-2003)Jersey Location of Recovery Effort; Asset Location/Alleged Asset Location2010
ARW-226 Mario Roberto Zelaya RojasHonduras Executive Director, Honduran Institute of Social Security (2010-2014)United StatesUndertaking Recovery Effort, Location of Recovery Effort, Alleged Asset Location/Asset Location2014
ARW-224 Mahamoud Adam Bechir and Nouracham Niam / South AfricaChad Ambassador to South Africa (current); former Ambassador to Canada and the United States (Bechir); Wife of Ambassador (Niam)South Africa Alleged Asset Location / Asset Location2014
ARW-223 Mahamoud Adam Bechir and Nouracham Niam / United States (South Africa account)Chad Ambassador to South Africa (current); former Ambassador to Canada and the United States (Bechir); Wife of Ambassador (Niam)United StatesUndertaking Recovery Effort, Location of Recovery Effort, Alleged Asset Location/Asset Location2014
ARW-228 Viktor Yanukovych / SwitzerlandUkraine President (2010-2014)Switzerland Undertaking Recovery Effort, Location of Recovery Effort, Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2014
ARW-227 Former Ukrainian politicians (Liechtenstein)Ukraine Unknown LiechtensteinUndertaking Recovery Effort, Location of Recovery Effort, Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2014
ARW-93 Sani Abacha / Ireland (Freezing Injunction on US Claim)Nigeria President (1993-1998)Ireland Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2014
ARW-13 Aluminum Bahrain B.S.C. / Bruce Alan Hall UK SFO CaseBahrain Chief Executive Officer of State-Owned Entity, 2001-2005United KingdomUndertaking Recovery Effort, Location of Recovery Effort2009
ARW-221 Tomas YarringtonMexico Former Mayor of Matamoros, Mexico (1992- 1995); Governor of Tamaulipas state (1999-2004); Presidential candidate (2005)United StatesUndertaking Recovery Effort; Location of Recovery Effort; Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2012
ARW-222 Chun Doo Hwan / US Asset Forfeiture casesSouth Korea President (1980-1988)United StatesUndertaking Recovery Effort; Location of Recovery Effort; Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2014
ARW-220 Sani Abacha / Jersey (Freezing on US Claim)Nigeria President (1993-1998)Jersey Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2014
ARW-219 Sani Abacha / France (Seizing on US Claim)Nigeria President (1993-1998)France Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2014
ARW-216 Paulo Maluf / Brazil-Deutsche Bank settlementBrazil Governor and Mayor of Sao Paulo (Governor,1979-1983; Mayor, 1993-1996); Legislator (as of 2007)Germany 2014
ARW-218 Sani Abacha / United Kingdom (Prohibition Order related to US Claim)Nigeria President (1993-1998)United KingdomAsset Location/Alleged Asset Location2014
ARW-217 Sani Abacha / United States civil asset forfeitureNigeria President (1993-1998)United StatesUndertaking Recovery Effort, Location of Recovery Effort2013
ARW-212 Hector Javier Villarreal Hernandez / US Asset Forfeiture - Western District of Texas (Real Estate and Bank Account)Mexico Former Secretary of Finance, State of Coahuila (2005-2011)United StatesUndertaking Recovery Effort; Location of Recovery Effort; Asset Location/Alleged Asset Location2012
ARW-213 Jorge Juan Torres / United StatesMexico General Director of the Promotion and Development, the Secretary of Finance of Coahuila state, Municipal President of Saltillo state and interim Governor of Coahuila state (1994-2011)United StatesUndertaking Recovery Effort, Location of Recovery Effort2013
ARW-215 Jorge Juan Torres / Bermuda AccountMexico General Director of the Promotion and Development, the Secretary of Finance of Coahuila state, Municipal President of Saltillo state and interim Governor of Coahuila state (1994-2011)Bermuda Asset Location / Alleged Asset Location2013

Automated Risk Analysis 
of Asset and Interest 
Declarations of Public Of�cials 

A Technical Guide 

Dmytro Kotlyar
Laura Pop 

*Website analytics began on July 9th, 2021. The 
6 month statistics show a sizeable and steady 
increase in traffic in comparison to StAR’s old 
website
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Funding
The majority of StAR’s funding derives from the Multi Donor Trust Fund (MDTF) and from the World Bank global engage-
ment budget. The MDTF covers a portion of fixed costs and a range of variable costs (activities, travel, staff time and 
consultants), and production of StAR material. There is also a separate project budget for UNODC’s contribution to the 
work of StAR which covers the costs of seconded UNODC staff, other UNODC staff time and selected activities. In 2021, 
the MDTF had contributions from Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States, while Germany, Luxembourg, 
Norway, Switzerland and the United States (new funding in 2021 for work on asset recovery and beneficial ownership) 
contributed to the UNODC budget for StAR activities. 

In the coming year, StAR will be closing its current MDTF and establishing a fresh Multi-Donor Trust Fund with a new 
governance structure in line with changes made to Trust Fund policies at the World Bank in 2021. A new Steering Com-
mittee will provide overall guidance to the StAR team and its work in the management of the new MDTF. It will be chaired 
by the World Bank and include a member from each donor partner to the Trust Fund. 

Country engagements: 47%

Policy and partnerships: 3%

Secretariat: 17%

Knowledge: 33%

2021

Disbursement Breakdown per Work Pillar

Total expenditures from the MDTF: $1,052,906

Our sincere gratitude goes out to our donors

Government of Luxembourg*; Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (Norad)*; Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation 
(SDC); UK Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office (FCDO); U.S. State Department Bureau of Narcotics and Law Enforcement 
Affairs (INL)*; Federal Ministry of Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ)*
*Contribution only through UNODC

StAR Initiative Secretariat Team
Emile Van Der Does De Willebois
Coordinator
Lead Financial Sector Specialist, World Bank

Sol Krause
Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Officer, UNODC

Keesook Viehweg
Program Assistant
Finance, Competitiveness and Innovation, World Bank

Roberta Solis Ribeiro Martins
Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Officer, UNODC

Neha Maryam Zaigham
Communications and Monitoring and Evaluation Officer, 
World Bank
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